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something.
The University of Otago is committed to

Our journey

living up to its role as a critic and conscience
of society by both addressing its own carbon

'Critical problems
require
transformational
responses.'

footprint and working with others to support
the transition to low emissions economies

Join the Voyage

that are sustainable for the planet and its
communities.

- Professor David
Murdoch, Vice Chancellor

We have created this document to be
transparent about where we were, where we
are, and where we're heading with respect to
greenhouse gas emissions, in the hope that
you will be part of this mahi.
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Introduction
The University has established a Net Carbon Zero programme with the following vision:
To reduce the impact of the University of Otago's operations on the
environment by ensuring our greenhouse gas emissions reach net zero by 2030
in a way that is benefiting a research-led university with an international
reputation for excellence, and that ensures we can maintain and improve upon
this level of emissions beyond 2030.
Since 2019, we have addressed some of our low-hanging fruit, and COVID-19 has
temporarily changed the game, but we still have a long way to go.
Early on in the development of this document we were calling this a "roadmap", but that
metaphor felt stale and insufficient. Cars (even electric ones) won't take us where we need
to go. Instead, we have drawn inspiration from Polynesian explorers and the approach of
wayfinding: navigating by a range of inputs that provide constant feedback about our path
and the new horizons we seek.
We cannot have all the answers when we set out. New shocks will occur and unforeseen
opportunities will arise.
But, together, we are up to the task.
This document looks at our emissions across six themes (air travel, other transport, energy,
waste and supply chain), and outlines how we're approaching offsetting hard-to-abate
emissions and possible connections with research, teaching and our other partners.
At the end, you'll find information about how to join the kōrero and help us tackle climate
change meaningfully and equitably.

let the
exploration
begin
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Background
Join our waka of
Wayfinders
For thousands of years, wayfinding techniques
were used by Polynesians when setting off on
explorations across the Pacific Ocean. Birds, stars,
the moon, swells and clouds were used to guide
them along the way.

Net Carbon Zero means there is no net release of greenhouse gas emissions
(measured as CO2-equivalent) as a result of our activities. To achieve net zero by
2030, we will need firstly to reduce our emissions by more than half and then offset
the remaining hard-to-abate emissions. Offsetting will only be used once we have
reduced emissions as much as possible through sustainable actions and initiatives.

Up to 2019 Where we were

Before the advent of COVID-19, our largest

50,000

emissions category was air travel. We also

University of Otago
Total Greenhouse Gas
Emissions

tCO2-e

relied on fossil fuels for a lot of our heating

40,000

and transport needs. In 2019, we were
responsible for 49,329 tonnes of CO2-e.

30,000

2020-2021 Early progress

20,000

report on the full scope of our emissions.

10,000

We've been working hard to measure and
good

progress

towards

eliminating the use of coal and COVID-19

0
20
19

helped to reduce staff air travel by 86% in
2020. This resulted in a total of 30,647
tonnes of CO2-e for 2020 and we forecast

We will be adopting a wayfinder outlook on our journey to Net Carbon Zero and
beyond, one which is observant, adaptive, and empathetic.*
We will read the signs that the world provides us and adjust accordingly. Whilst
reaching the island of Net Carbon Zero is our primary goal, we must not lose sight of
the many purposes of this voyage. We know that the journey will not be linear, we
cannot predict with certainty what the future may look like, or what challenges we will
face along the way, but we are confident in our tolerance to uncertainty.
One thing is for certain, we know that as a collective, we can pave the way for others
and steer into a direction which our past and future generations can be proud of.
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We've

a similar amount for 2021.

2022-2030 Where we are heading

We are working on a range of actions to reduce emissions to ensure that we meet
the net carbon zero target by 2030, including making reporting on our emissions
faster and more meaningful. We project that emissions in 2030 will be around 20,000
tonnes of CO2-e. We will keep driving emissions down beyond that as well.
50,000

40,000

To net zero (emissions
reduction and offsetting
hard to abate emissions)

GHG Emissions (tCO2-e)

Towards true zero

30,000

20,000

10,000

Read more about our latest emissions in our annual GHG reports, available at:
https://www.otago.ac.nz/sustainability/net-carbon-zero/
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* For more on this topic, see Wayfinding Leadership: Ground-breaking Wisdom for Developing Leaders
By Dr Chellie Spiller, Hoturoa Barclay-Kerr, John Panoho (Huia, 2015).
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Guiding Principles
As an institution, we are committed to honouring Te Tiriti o Waitangi partnership. When it
comes to net carbon zero, we start by acknowledging the Te Ao Maori perspective (which
is common to many indigenous cultures) that the human realm is not distinct from the
natural one, and the health and wellbeing of individuals and societies is closely tied to the
wellbeing of non-humans beings (flora and fauna), whenua, and wai. Many of the problems
we are trying to address with respect to climate change can be traced back to the
disconnect between human and natural worlds in Western cultures. Thus, a holistic
interpretation of orangatanga needs to be at the centre of our corrective actions. We are
seeking to improve health and well-being of the interconnected system of life.

Examples of how these
principles will guide
us

We will do this by following the principles of kaitiakitanga and manaakitanga to leave
things in a better place than we found them, and whanaunatanga and kotahitanga to
ensure we do this in a way that we take everyone on this journey with us.
As a university, it's only fitting that around everything we wrap the concept of mātauranga,
whereby the programme becomes the vehicle to create new knowledge and share these
stories with others, enhancing the mana of all involved.
As a result of following these principles, our processes and projects will be relationshipbased, reciprocal and often multi-generational, regenerative, research-led and connected to
teaching and learning.

Staff and student commuting to campus
While there are some zero emissions forms of transport
available (e.g. walking, cycling), not everyone is in a position
to travel this way, for example due to temporary or permanent
disability, distance they live from campus or other
commitments outside of work. The policies or interventions
we implement must consider how we are looking after all
staff and students, and fostering belonging and connection
rather than division and inequity. We will support a Living Lab
approach so that everyone can learn from our successes and
failures.

Why we're doing it
Orangatanga - heath and wellbeing of ecosystems and society:
Mauri ora, whenua ora, wai ora

What we're doing

How we will do it

How to do it best

Kaitiakitanga -

Whanaunatanga -

Mātauranga -

reciprocal stewardship

participation, belonging

creating and sharing

to protect our taonga so

and connection

knowledge and

future generations can

Kotahitanga - cohesion

understanding through

enjoy them as much as

and collaboration.

research, learning

we have in the past and

opportunities, and telling

present

our stories.

Using forests to sequester carbon
Supporting projects that plant and protect indigenous species
rather than exotics, with partners who share our core values
will deliver greater benefits than a narrow focus on carbon
credits. Innovative projects will present greater opportunities
for research and then sharing this knowledge with others.

23%

Manaakitanga - looking
after and giving back.
9%
5%

Note: The University of Otago is currently refreshing our Sustainability Strategic Framework, with a focus
on modelling bi-cultural principles and honoring Te Tiriti o Waitangi. The Net Carbon Zero programme
draws on this ongoing mahi and will continue to test and reflect on the why, what and how of its delivery.

Net Carbon Zero
Programme
To guide our own action, and help others understand our situation, we have

Funding Decarbonisation
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We have set aside $5.5 million to accelerate decarbonisation
projects that might otherwise not occur or not deliver the
lowest possible emissions outcome. See Energy: Further
Actions to Cut Emissions for examples.

grouped where our emissions come from into six themes: air travel, other
transport, energy, buildings, waste and supply chain.

This only represents the tip of the iceberg in terms of effort
and investment as our aim is to make emissions reduction a

In addition, we have themes related to offsetting (purchasing carbon credits from

core part of the way we do things. Many initiatives won't

others) and insetting (establishing our own projects that remove carbon dioxide

require any capital funding (such as promoting low emissions

from the atmosphere) to help us achieve net zero.

ways of commuting to campus), while others can be delivered
from existing budgets, and future budgets should reflect low

Around this activity, we wrap two additional themes:

emissions outcomes.

Connections - to teaching & learning, to our partners, and making sure our
climate action also support wider sustainability goals (eg UN Sustainable
Development Goals like Reducing Inequality)
Data & reporting - making sure we are tracking our progress and others can see
how we are doing and where we are going, such as through this document and
our annual Greenhouse Gas Inventory report published on our website.

Our primary target
To reduce total
emissions below
22,000 tonnes of CO2equivalent by 2029.
It will be 2029's level of
emissions that we will need
to completely offset in order
to reach net zero in 2030.
But we wont stop there. We
will continue to reduce

We need to stop leaving a carbon
footprint. That's not straightforward, but the University is
uniquely placed. Done right, we will
be able to look back and see our
positive fingerprints over the changes
that led to a more equitable, lower
emissions society.

emissions towards true zero.
- Craig Cliff, Net Carbon Zero Programme Manager
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Emissions at a glance

Forecasting, reflecting &
wayfinding

The University of Otago’s Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions dropped by 38%
between 2019 and 2020. Approximately 80% of this reduction can be attributed to
two factors:
removing coal as a fuel from the district energy scheme that supplies the

While we have our targets, and a good idea of our next steps, there are a range of scenarios for how

Dunedin campus with steam and medium temperature hot water; and

this plays out. Is there another COVID-like shock just over the horizon? Will new tech make deeper

reduced staff air travel due to COVID-19 - shifting our challenge from reducing

emissions cuts possible? What new standards and rules might apply to how we account for and report

air travel to ensuring it doesn't bounce-back to pre-pandemic heights when

on GHG emissions?

border restrictions lessen.

As part of our wayfinding kaupapa, we will continue reading the signs and course-correcting as we go.

The pandemic also contributed to reductions in many other emissions categories.

Connections

Base case

50,000

(Information

University of Otago
Total Greenhouse Gas
Emissions

40,000

&

Communication

Technology)

students worked with the Net Carbon Zero
dashboard

20,000

showed

how

sensitive

our

the extent people change behaviours (e.g.
changing how they commute to campus)
growth or decline in student numbers (see
below right)

10,000
0

the percentage of renewable energy in the

20,000

New Zealand electricity grid.
While there are many more variables at play, the

10,000

0

40,000
30,000

emissions forecasts were to three variables:
30,000

50,000

programme to develop a prototype emissions
that

Worst case
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In 2021, a group of Otago Diploma for Graduates

Best case
Actual

20

You can find more details in our 2020 GHG Inventory Report on our website.

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

2031

An Existential Question
The student numbers variable (as a proxy
for the size of the University) points to a

first chart above illustrates the range of possible

key dilemma. The fastest way to get to

outcomes and the need to be informed and able

zero emissions is to close the University.

to adapt our course.

However, this would push staff and
students to other institutions and may not

2032

lead to a better emissions picture for New

Baseline 2019 Emissions

Zealand or the world overall. Instead, we

2020 Emissions (note impact of COVID-19)

Forecast 2029 Emissions

are focussed on continuing to deliver
excellent teaching and research while

5%
9%

24%

23%

9%

It

5%

7%

9%
34%
30%

7%
32%

Other Transport

15%

Energy

25%

28%

11%

7%

34%

Waste

5%
13%

Supply Chain

is

also

important

to

note

that

University leadership has set absolute
emissions reduction targets rather than

13%

15%

32%

Air Travel Staff

the solution.

25%

28%

30%

24%

5%

driving down emissions and being part of

18%

intensity-based ones, so any growth will

11%

need to be accommodated within our

18%

Student Travel

existing targets.

Air Travel Emissions

Staff & Students

5%
Air Travel

in 2020

Staff

Further Actions to Cut
Emissions

Maintaining our international reputation for
excellence while avoiding non-essential air travel

Staff air travel
12,500

10,000

Action 1

Achievements to date

Ensure policies and

To encourage and

Work with our travel

0.1 In 2019, we began work on the

procedures support

support staff to avoid

agents and airlines to

Air Travel Project which sought to

staff to deliver great

non-essential air travel,

support staff to take

halve staff air travel emissions and

outcomes at continued

and to travel efficiently

most efficient routes

low levels of air travel.

when it is required and

and encourage uptake

feel supported to do so.

of more sustainable

achieve carbon neutral air travel.
This project has informed our first
insetting project (see

7,500

Action 3

Action 2

fuels.

Offsetting/Insetting) and steps to
ensure emissions don't go back to
pre-pandemic levels.

5,000

0.2 University Council has agreed

2,500

to a target of no more than 5,500
tCO2-e per annum from this
category. Financial budgets for air
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0

travel have been set at a level in
keeping with this target.

External factors

Contributing Activities

The nature and duration of border
closures and other travel restrictions.

All University-funded air travel (both
international and domestic)

The extent to which the aviation
industry develops and adopts lower

Fuel Sources

Aviation fuels (fossil fuel)

Data & Reporting
Improvements

emissions fuels, and these are offered
on routes that University staff fly.

We are working towards team,
department and campus-based,
real-time reporting.
We are also considering
implementing carbon budgets,
alongside financial budgets, for

-

travel.

‘Business travel – air travel’ was the University’s biggest emissions category when we
published out Greenhouse Gas Inventory for 2019, but border restrictions from March 2020
onwards saw staff international air travel drop by 90%. Domestic air travel also reduced by
80% reflecting the reduced internal movements during and following the first Alert Level 4
“lockdown”. While the emergence of new variants in 2021 has demonstrated that it is difficult
to forecast what restrictions might look like in the future, the University is committed to
ensuring air travel emissions do not go back above 46% of 2019 levels.

Connections
Through our Tourism Department, we are part of the New Zealand Universities Air
Travel Consortium (https://nzuatc.org.nz)
We will work with, and support others, in their flight-reduction efforts, eg advising on
lower emissions conferences and events.

Air Travel

30%
in 2020

Students

Further Actions to Cut
Emissions

Supporting our students in choosing low emission transport
options and develop offsetting/insetting options.

Student travel
12,500

Achievements to date
0.1 In 2021, we developed a
methodology to calculate
emissions from student air travel,
and we introduced this category

10,000

into our emissions reporting for

Action 1

Action 3

Develop a business case

To provide our students

To find a funding solution

for how to reduce and

with guidance on air travel

to offset students carbon-

offset student air travel

related emissions to

emissions to move

emissions (taking lessons

ensure students are

towards carbon-neutral air

from staff air travel work).

informed, mindful, and

travel.

engaged.

the 2020 calendar year.
7,500

Action 2

NOTE: The scope of air travel we
account for (1 round trip for domestic
students, 1-way trip for international

5,000

students) reflects that we have a
degree of functional control that
influences flying behaviour (e.g.

2,500

emphasising the on-campus
experience as opposed to online
0
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offerings). Any additional flights taken
by students are considered personal
decisions and are not part of our

External factors

emissions.

Contributing Activities
Students flying to and from their home
address (international and domestic) to
their campus for the academic year.

The nature and duration of border
closures and other travel restrictions.
The extent to which the aviation
industry develops and adopts lower
emissions fuels, and these are offered
on routes that University students fly.

Fuel Sources

We will increase our
understanding of students'
flying behaviour and
improve the accuracy of
our reporting on this
emissions category.

Aviation fuel (fossil fuel)

Student air travel and commuting to campus was out of scope in our 2019 GHG inventory report while
we developed the methodology to measure and sourced the necessary data. Once we gathered the
data and established the methodology to measure emissions, it was found that student air travel
emissions was our number one emissions category for 2020. In 2019 it was estimated that student air
travel contributed 11,244 tonnes of CO2-e. This dropped in 2020 to a total of 9,143 tonnes of CO2-e
due to effects of COVID19. Whilst COVID19 may have given us a helping hand initially to reduce
student air travel emissions, we need to do more work to better understand student flying behaviour
and how we can support emissions reductions.

Data & Reporting
Improvements

Connections
Potential research topic for students
Offsetting options will draw on our partnerships and research activities

Other Transpport Emissions

9%

in 2020

Other Transport

Further Actions to Cut
Emissions

Driving down the University's land and marine transport emissions by 40% by 2029

Achievements to date
Other travel
4,000

Action 1

Action 2

Review our vehicle fleet

Ensure Workplace Travel

Assess a range of

and management

Plans are in place for all

approaches to parking, EV

approach and support

campuses to drive

charging, public transport

0.2 First EV rapid charger installed on

lower emissions options

actions that increase

connections and end-of-trip

Dunedin campus in 2018.

where suitable options

active transport and

facilities using a Living Lab

0.3 Staff discount scheme for e-bikes

exist

public transport

approach.

0.1 Launched Bike Grab initiative with
Malcam Trust and Carrington College
(bikes reclaimed from landfill, repaired
and available to students)

3,000

Action 3

launched in 2020.

2,000

0.4 E-bike hub with charging points
and repair station opened on Dunedin
Campus in 2021, with co-funding from

1,000

the Energy Efficiency and Conservation
Authority (ECCA).
0
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0.5 Employed a Workplace Travel Plan
Coordinator (shared with Dunedin City
Council and Southern District Health
Board) to drive more initiatives and
collaboration in 2022.

Contributing Activities
Non-aviation business travel (eg rental cars, taxis, accomodation);
University-owned vehicles including marine vessels; staff and student
commuting to campus
Fuel Sources

Petrol, diesel, electricity

Commuting to and from campus is a significant source of emissions, with two-thirds of staff driving
private vehicles to work. In 2019, staff travelled 6,958,635 km to and from work by private vehicle, which
resulted in 1,747 tonnes of CO2-e. This reduced in 2020 to 1,675 tonnes of CO2-e due to the weeks in
lockdown. Despite COVID, public transport commuting kilometres by staff increased by 2% in 2020.
We also measure students commuting, where active transport (e.g. walking and cycling) is more common:
77% of journeys for Dunedin students, 65% in Christchurch and 52% in Wellington. In total, student
commuting to campus still contributed 912 tonnes of CO2-e.
As with air travel, COVID-19 reduced other forms of business travel from 2019 to 2020, but emissions from
taxis and shuttles, private mileage and accommodation still contributed 222 tonnes of CO2-e in 2020. Fuel
used in University vehicles and in rental cars contributed another 189 tonnes.

External factors
Cycling and walking infrastructure
beyond our campus boundaries.
The availability of low emission
vehicles such as EVs that meet
particular needs of users (e.g.
fieldwork).
Government incentive schemes

Data & Reporting
Improvements
We are including Working From Home
emissions in future reporting, which is
closely related to commuting emissions.
Continuous improvement of our travel
survey and Geographic Information

Connections
Collaborating for maximum impact with partners
in the Dunedin Zero Carbon Alliance, and with
district health boards in Canterbury and
Wellington
Linking with research, e.g. Transport Research
Network

Systems (GIS).
Introduce working from home emissions
in 2021 GHG inventory.
Provide teams with real-time information
about the carbon impact of business
travel decisions.

Energy Emissions

34%
in 2020

Energy

Further Actions to Cut
Emissions

Eliminating fossil fuels as a heat source and cutting energyrelated emissions by 70% by 2029

Energy
20,000

Action 1

Action 2

Action 3

Achievements to date

Eliminate coal completely

Pilot innovative solutions at

Progressively reduce use

0.1 Eliminating coal from the

by heating conversion at

residential colleges such as

of fossil gas for heating

Dunedin campus by the start of

our Invercargill College of

combined solar heating and

through upgrades and

2022, primarily through conversion

Education campus.

electricity generation.

targeted projects.

of our boilers and district energy

15,000

scheme boiler to biomass.
0.2 The new energy analytics
platform launched in 2021 is

10,000

helping to provide real-time
feedback on opportunities to
increase energy efficiency at our

5,000

most energy-intensive buildings
0.3 The new build at our
Christchurch campus has been
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0

designed to achieve 5-star
Greenstar and includes highly
efficient systems such as aquifersourced heat pumps.

External factors
The price of fuels and different technologies

Contributing Activities
heating, lighting, IT
Fuel Sources

Coal, LPG, natural gas
Electricity

(e.g. solar panels).
The rate at which the NZ electricity grid moves
toward 100% renewable.
The rate of technological development.
The climate (influences demand for heating or
cooling)
Events like 'lockdowns' that change occupancy
patterns.

In 2019, our annual GHG emissions report found that 52.0 million kWh of electricity was used,
resulting in 5,082 tonnes of CO2-e. Surprisingly, in 2020 we saw an increase in electricity use
despite the COVID19 lockdown, due to the additional usage in our residential colleges and
Uniflats. In 2020, a total of 53.7 million kWh of electricity was used, which created a total of
5,427 tonnes of CO2-e.
The amount of energy provided as steam and medium temperature hot water (MTHW) from
coal in 2019 was 17.7 million kWh, resulting in a total of 6,176 tonnes of CO2-e. In 2020 we
saw a significant reduction of 3.6 million kWh, resulting in 1,226 tonnes of CO2-e.

Connections
Connecting students on our energy management
courses to real world challenges at the
University.
Wider connections to research through the
Otago Energy Research Centre

Data & Reporting
Improvements
Moving to realtime reporting with
the support of
suppliers and IT.

Building Emissions

Buildings
Ensuring embodied and operational carbon is minimised through
construction, maintenance and demolition of buildings

Further Actions to
Cut Emissions

Achievements to date
Building emissions
Building and construction activities are large
contributors to New Zealand's greenhouse gas
emissions. We currently capture the operational
emissions (see: Energy, Waste and Supply Chain) but
embodied emissions are currently outside the scope
of greenhouse gas reporting for net zero.
We have a separate emissions theme for "Buildings"
because:
Construction and demolition are such significant
sources of emissions and waste nationally, and
upfront capital decisions can lock in high or low
emissions outcomes early on
Changes to the Building Code under the banner
"Building for Climate Change" will impose carbon
measurement and reporting requirements.
We need to be prepared for further changes to
standards and obligations regarding emissions
reporting, including those signalled through the
Carbon Neutral Government Programme.

0.1 We have integrated NZ
Green Building Council's Green
Star (NZGBC) requirements into
our Design & Facility Standards,
and projects like the William
James Building and new
Christchurch build have or will
achieve 5-star ratings.

Action 1
Running carbon literacy
sessions with our
Property Services and
Campus Development
teams.

Action 2

Action 3

Ensure ongoing property
upgrades and new builds
prioritise sustainable and
low/zero carbon
solutions.

To assess if and how
embodied carbon should
be factored into GHG
reporting and our net
zero targets.

0.2 The new Te Rangi Hiroa
college build is underway, and is
intended to achieve a NZ Green
Building Council 5-star Green
Star rating for the building,
encompassing energy efficiency,
innovation and sustainability.
Note: Embodied carbon is
'carbon emissions associated
with materials and construction
processes throughout the

External factors

whole life-cycle of a building or

Future changes to the Building Code

infrastructure' (World Green

or NZGBC standards (Green Star)

Building Council, 2019).

Changes to GHG reporting or Carbon

Contributing Activities

Data & Reporting
Improvements

Neutral Government Programme

Ensuring project-based

requirements.

carbon reporting can be

Supply chain issues (e.g. availability

captured and stored

of low carbon building materials).

construction, renewal and demolition (embodied)
heating, lighting, waste (operational)

centrally.
Connecting embodied and
operational carbon for

Fuel Sources

buildings.

fossil fuels, renewables

Connections
Working with our suppliers to build
knowledge and skills in this space
Supporting research and knowledge exchange on embodied
carbon through academic symposia and student projects

Embodied carbon

Manufacturing, transportation, construction.

Operational carbon
Energy usage, activities whilst building is in use.

Waste Emissions

7%
in 2020

Waste

Continuing to reduce waste collaboratively and achieve a 55%
reduction by 2029

Achievements to date
Waste
2,500

0.1 Waste to landfill continues to
trend downwards thanks to
collaborative contract with Waste

Further Actions to Cut
Emissions
Action 1
Get food digestor running
on Dunedin campus and
evaluate its impact and
whether to install more.

Action 2
Launch Te Oraka - a hub
for circular economy
initiatives for the
Dunedin campus

Management NZ
2,000

Action 3
Support continuous
waste reduction in
collaboration with Waste
Management New
Zealand.

0.2 In 2019 the University became
a disposable cup-free campus.

1,500

0.3 Drop for Good - this initiative
allows students to drop off and
pick up unwanted goods, reducing

1,000

the amount of clothes, food, and
furniture that ends up in landfill
500

each year
0.4 The introduction of Green
Your Scene 'mini' module on
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0

waste to help staff & students to
reduce their waste

External factors
Availability of recycling facilities,
including construction waste, in the

Contributing Activities
Waste to landfill, recycling, wastewater
Fugitive emissions from refrigerants
(used in chillers, heat pumps etc)

cities we have campuses.
Ability and willingness of suppliers to
change packaging to reduce waste.

In 2019 the University created a total of 273,995 kg of recycled waste, and 6.76 tonnes of CO2-e.
In 2020, the volume increased to 323,541 kg, but due to the different mix of recycling, emissions
dropped slightly to 6.30 tonnes of CO2-e.
Through collaboration with Waste Management New Zealand, we hope to see these trends continue.

We will work towards waste
data at a building and team
level where possible, to
connect to other emissions

Connections
Waste Management NZ

In 2019, our waste to landfill totalled 1,908,458 kg, which created a total of 2,233 tonnes of CO2-e.
We saw a reduction in waste in 2020, with 1,617,632 kg of waste being sent to landfill, which created
1,893 tonnes of CO2-e.

Data & Reporting
Improvements

Food waste innovation group (research)
Student community through Te Oraka hub and
skip diversion days

data and provide real-time
feedback on performance
and ways to improve.

Suppy chain emissions

15%
Supply Chain

in 2020

Ensure our purchasing decisions are carbon-conscious and
emissions drop by 40% by 2029

5,000

Supply Chain

Achievements to date
0.1 The adoption of Mindful
Mondays (meat-free meals) at

4,000

residential colleges is estimated
to reduce emissions by 11%.

3,000

0.2 Retail outlets have all

Further Actions to Cut
Emissions
Action 1

Action 2

Action 3

Activate carbon

Trial food labelling with

To support residential

emissions reporting

emissions per serve

colleges and on-site outlets

module in our food

information and other

in becoming knowledgeable

ordering IT system to

awareness raising

in food emissions to further

improve accuracy and

actions.

support sustainable and

speed of reporting and

mindful decision-making

inform emission

when ordering and

reductions initiatives.

designing menus.

introduced lower carbon menu
options.

2,000

0.3 99% of our paper purchases
are certified carbon neutral.

1,000
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Contributing Activities
purchased food, drinks
and water

External factors
Availability of low and zero
carbon products at affordable
rates in New Zealand.
General supply chain issues.

residential colleges to gain a
food and food waste emissions
to further improve our data for

Connections
Working with our Supply Chain Programme and
Procurement team to ensure we source low or

By far the biggest contributor to emissions in this category is food purchases. The

zero emissions products.

majority of this is for meals in our residential colleges, though University-operated food

Using student projects to trial and assess

outlets on campus also contribute. In 2019, total emissions from food reached 4,575

different awareness raising initiatives.

tonnes of CO2-e. This reduced slightly in 2020 to 4,504 tonnes of CO2-e.

Working with other agencies with large food
purchasing components (e.g. Health,

to 10 tonnes of CO2-e.

We will be working with
better understanding of their

other commodities and
freight

In 2019, total emissions from water use were 8 tonnes of CO2-e. In 2020, this increased

Data & Reporting
Improvements

Corrections) to improve data and reporting.

GHG inventory.

Ofsetting & Insetting

Offsetting through
Restoration
We understand that for some the term 'offsetting' is fraught. Indeed, if
used indiscriminately, purchasing carbon credits to offset current
emissions places a greater burden on those that will follow. As such, we
are seeking to align our actions with best practice around 'net zero'* and
focus on reducing our emissions by at least half by the end of this decade
as priority #1, and only use offsetting for hard-to-abate emissions. When
investing in offsetting or insetting (when we run our own projects to
sequester carbon) our guiding principles lead us to explore opportunities
to plant indigenous species, rather than exotics, with a range of partners,
in ways that are innovative and tied to research.

Further Reduction Actions
Action 1

Action 2

Action 3

Announce our first native

Follow developments in non-

Establish a mechanism

forest regeneration

forestry carbon

to purchase carbon

project that aligns our

sequestration (wetlands, soil,

credits that align with our

research and

kelp, geological etc) and

values to offset our

sustainability interests

wider biodiversity incentive

remaining hard-to-abate

and begin planting!

schemes, and identify other

emissions.

potential partners for
regeneration and carbon
projects

* This starts with ensuring actions align with the Paris Agreement target of limiting global warming to 1.5 degrees and Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change advice on acceptable pathways. This is in turn reflected in criteria for commitments such as the Race to Zero and
the Science Based Targets Initiative's Net-Zero Standard for companies, released in late 2021. This is an evolving space. The Carbon Neutral
Government Programme, which the University is part of, is currently developing guidance on offsetting, and the United Nations has
established a group of experts to develop "clear standards to measure and analyse net-zero commitments from non-state actors".
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08
The graphic to the right summarises
how we have our eyes on a range of
targets, including beyond 2030. We
have the greatest certainty over our
short-term actions (as outlined in
the emissions/offsetting themes in
the previous sections), and will need
to adjust our medium- and longerterm actions to reflect lessons from
these projects and changes in the
wider world.
The image on the following page
places our key actions and
milestones across these four
horizons.

Voyage overview
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Further reducing emissions
toward true zero and drawing
down more GHG than we produce
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Delivering excellence
with staff air travel
emissions well below
half of pre-pandemic
levels

High nutriton, low
emissions food
served in colleges
and in campus
outlets
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Trial labelling food
with emissions per
serve information

Achieving net zero
status by 2030

Fossil fuels for
energy/heating are
eliminated

Oth e
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Everyone can enjoy
safe, healthy and low
emissions travel for
work and to and from
our campuses
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We support others on
their carbon journey
through research,
teaching & learning and
our partnerships
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Food digestor and Te
Oraka hub drive
down waste

Our first native forest
regeneration and
carbon insetting
project announced

Fleet management
approach supports
emissions reduction
+
Initiatives to support use
of active and public
transport to and from our
campuses
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Better understand
student air travel
challenges and
opportunities

Energy
Reduce use of fossil
gas for heating

Offsetting solution
for student air travel
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Decommission coal boiler
at Invercargill campus and
be Zero Coal by 2023
+
Trial solar heating &
generation

Low waste, low
emissions campuses

Further carbon
sequestration
projects explored

Waste

Energy
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Connections

Move from only reporting
on annual emissions to
more real-time and teambased reporting

Ensure embodied and
operational emissions are
prioritised for all new
builds and upgrades

Energy

We have enough
carbon credits to
offset our hard-toabate emissions
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End of trip facilities reflect
low emissions goals
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Support staff
to maintain
lower levels of
air travel

CHECK out our mahi

Join the journey to
Net Carbon Zero
Whether you're a student, a staff member, a supplier or part of our
wider community, we want to hear from you. What can we do to
remove barriers to lowering emissions? What are our blind spots?
How can we do better?
We will keep the programme's webpage up-to-date and provide a
range of online and in-person opportunities for you to connect with,
and inform, this work throughout our journey.
And you can email us at netcarbonzero@otago.ac.nz at any time.

@sustainabilityatotago

sust ai nabi l i t y_at _ot ago
Check out our Net
Car bon Zer o page

